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Strategies for Information Technology GovernanceIdea Group Publishing, 2003
This text records and interprets some important existing theories, models and practices in the IT Governance domain and aims to contribute to the understanding of IT Governance.

In many organizations, Information Technology (IT) has become crucial in the support, the sustainability and the growth of the business. This pervasive use of...
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iMovie HD 6 and iDVD 6 for Mac OS X (Visual QuickStart Guide)Peachpit Press, 2006
Need to learn iMovie HD 6 and iDVD 6 fast? Try a Visual QuickStart!   This best-selling reference's visual format and step-by-step, task-based instructions will have you up and running with these great iLife applications in no time. Best-selling author and iLife expert Jeff Carlson uses crystal-clear instructions, full-color illustrations, ...
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Mac OS X Bible, Panther EditionVisual, 2004
According to popular legend, a Mac is so easy to use that you don’t need to read books about it. Alas, if only that were true. The fact is, to harness all the power of Mac OS X would take a substantial amount of time of exploring and tinkering. The reality is, not everyone has the time, the inclination, or the patience...
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The Mac OS X Command Line: Unix Under the HoodSybex, 2005
Work More Quickly and Easily—and Learn Some New Tricks
    
The Mac command line offers a faster, easier way to accomplish many tasks. It's also the medium for many commands that aren't accessible using the GUI. The Mac OS X Command Line is a clear, concise, tutorial-style introduction to all the major...
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Telescope Optics : Complete Manual for Amateur AstronomersWillmann-Bell, 1988
The authors gratefully acknowledge the help of Klaas Compaan, who was our advisor during the writing of this book. He guarded us against a number of errors and unclarities and also allowed us to publish the data for some of the new optical systems he has designed.

We received further support from Richard Berry, our editor. He invested a...
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Mastering Apple AperturePackt Publishing, 2013

	Apple Aperture is one of the leading photo editing software packages available in today’s market. It provides you with all the tools to organize, browse, and perfect your images, so you can make every shot your best shot.


	Mastering Apple Aperture aims to teach you the skills and knowledge necessary to become a master of the...
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Digital Image Compositing FundamentalsApress, 2015

	Digital Image Compositing Fundamentals is an introductory title covering concepts central to digital imagery and digital image compositing using software packages such as Adobe Photoshop or the open source GIMP software, which is used for this book because it is free for commercial use. 


	This book builds on the...
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Making a Movie in Premiere Elements : Visual QuickProject GuidePeachpit Press, 2005
So you fancy yourself a filmmaker? Here to ensure that you truly are is a simple, to-the-point guide that leads you through the process of creating your very first digital video project with Adobe's brand-new consumer-level video editing software, Premiere Elements ($99). In these pages veteran author and PC...
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Dreamweaver 4 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
If Dreamweaver 4 can do it, you can do it too...
   You're holding in your hands the definitive guide to Dreamweaver — the only book you need to master today's leading Web development tool. Author Joseph Lowery has worked with the Dreamweaver team at Macromedia since the program's first release, and he is intimately...
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SONAR 4 Ignite!Course Technology PTR, 2004
Demystify the basics of the powerful functions of SONAR 4. With step-by-step instructions, clear illustrations, and a technical edit by Cakewalk, "SONAR 4 Ignite!" gives beginners the skills they need to quickly begin composing, editing, and arranging music. Learn how to set up your project, create tracks, edit MIDI and digital audio...
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NetBeans  Ruby and Rails IDE with JRubyApress, 2009

	As Ruby and Rails continues to grow, and more and more jobs are coming online that require you to effectively develop Ruby and Rails in the web tier. Beyond the Rails framework, there are still very few proven tools and IDEs to get the job done, at least until now. The NetBeans Ruby and Rails IDE, according to some, is by far the best and...
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Nikon D3300 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	Take your best shot with your new Nikon D3300


	Congratulations on your new Nikon D3300 DSLR! You probably want to get shooting right away, but first you need to know some basics about the controls and functions. Nikon D3300 For Dummies is your ultimate guide to your new camera, packed with everything you need to know...
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